
Proteus: against caves, beds and boats.  

To enter Paul Valentin’s installation at the Rosa Stern Space - A Piano Plays In Another Room And 
It‘s Raining - is to step into a Plato’s cave of sorts. Awaiting you are two classic Corbusier lounge 
chairs in a darkened basement room. Feet up and immobile you are meant to look up at the 
projection on the ceiling. This is, like much of Paul Valentin’s works after Nichts from 2019, 
digitally animated, and in this sense is a simulation rather than some kind of camera recording. 
But instead of shadows of people and animals cast by objects, “wall implements wrought in wood 
and stone,” we see only another space, another darkened room (Plato, The Republic, Book VII). 
There is another, deeper cave in which we finds ourselves, “an ampler, stranger and deeper 
world,” that no longer adheres to familiar Platonic rules (Nietzsche, Beyond Good and Evil, § 
289) .

	 We enter this world through a room with a lighthouse outside the window. The light from 
the lighthouse runs across the rain covered window in the dim artificial glow, a phone rings, its 
green light blinks. The room we see seems very familiar to us and I do not just mean us gamers, 
who would recognise it from the 1996 classic,  Lighthouse: The Dark Being. There is now a whole 
category of objects that seem more real when computer generated: raindrops and puddles, shiny 
little things out of plastic, soda cans, shattered glass, flames, plugs and sockets, fur and dust, 
and it is these that Paul Valentin collects, like some kind of digital Wall-E. So familiar are these 
computer generated things that they, and the rooms in which they live, have acquired a sheen of 
nostalgia, the aesthetic of liminal spaces, with its own wikipedia fandom page. Accompanying us 
is a suitably melancholy piano sound track and the hum of rain in the distance. 

	 From this first shadowy room we move on to another and then another, always following 
the invisible camera, always staying in the rain. One room seems enormous, filled with forgotten 
film equipment, stage sets and props. In this room we see both the camera, a classic Arri Alexa 
mounted on wheels, and what it films, a wooden model of a classical building, brightly lit. But we 
also seem to see what is inside the wooden model, with its cornices, columns and tympana - its 
tapestries and parquet floor. And here too is a camera, momentarily visible to us when sparks fly 
from a broken power cable. When the camera follows a single coffee drop down from the machine 
to the floor, then above and below along the cable leading to the elevator and ventilation shaft, we 
enter the final space, a modern-looking bedroom upstairs. Zooming onto the vase with flowers 
next to the bed, we seem to be back again inside the wooden model from the beginning, with its 
tapestries, petals falling in from a hole in the ceiling.

 	 Every time there is a film cut and we move from one room to another, our understanding of 
the spaces shifts. What seemed to us a stage set at the beginning, with false walls and fake rain, 
is at the end shown to be an actual lighthouse outside. This lighthouse seems to be both within 
the large space of the warehouse and within the wooden miniature model.  There is a vertiginous 
circularity at work here that belongs to the gaming world rather than the film, and the first 
impression of the work is that of a YouTube game walkthrough, the camera movement determined 
by a click or sequence of clicks on the various objects - an updated and sophisticated version of 



classic point and click games like Myst. We see the objects from all possible camera angles, all 
the different aspects: inside, outside, above, below, behind, as a stage set, captured on film, in 
the dark, in the light etc. The technical wizardry is breathtaking. Paul Valentin is not Plato’s 
puppeteer, standing behind a wall holding up simple wooden and stone objects infront of a fire so 
that they might cast some shadows on a wall, but rather Plato’s artist, if such an artist were at all 
possible: consider how he is described in Book X of the Republic, the maker of all the works of all 
other workmen. 


For this is he who is able to make not only vessels of every kind, but plants and animals, 
himself and all other things - the earth and heaven and the things which are in heaven or 
under the earth, he makes the gods also. 


This is the “extraordinary man,” “a wizard no mistake,” who Plato reveals to be nothing other than 
a painter. 

	 Of course, the painter is not really such an extraordinary creator, because he is not really 
the maker of all these things. The painter’s concern is appearance only, and we as the gullible 
audience are tricked into believing his illusions. Paul Valentin revels in playing this role of the 
trickster, as is already in apparent in work such as Beyond the See. In this work, we are presented 
with an image of a few sailing boats bobbing gently on a lake. The sky is blue, the water still, and 
that is enough already to put in mind a scene out of the Truman Show. And sure enough, the 
image is revealed to be more complicated than at first glance, the sailing boats not boats at all, 
but a series of complex intertwining computer generated structures that only look like boats when 
the slight breeze allows them to be viewed together from the one perfect angle. In a scene in Jane 
Austen’s Persuasion, Admiral Croft complains to the heroine Anna,


Here I am, you see, staring at a picture. I can never get by this shop without stopping. But 
what a thing here is, by way of a boat! Do look at it. Did you ever see the like? What queer 
fellows your fine painters must be, to think that anybody would venture their lives in such a 
shapeless old cockleshell as that? (202)


No one in their right mind would want to sail on one of Paul Valentin’s boats - the very idea is 
ludicrous. He doesn’t even try to make his boats seem believable to us. Instead he shows that 
things which might look like boats do not have to be boats at all. What we see is not what we 
think we see or know or understand. Plato’s puppeteer from the cave, his painter of beds and 
tables - but the figure perhaps closest to Paul Valentin, is that of the Sophist, defined by Plato as 
someone who is an imitator, but not a “sound one,” an imitator with “a crack” in his iron, a queer 
fellow indeed (Plato, The Sophist). A Sophist imitates the appearance of wisdom in his arguments, 
but is not actually in possession of wisdom. He spins his arguments until we are left bewildered 
and confused, rather than any more knowledgeable. In his short essay “Plato and the 



Simulacrum” Gilles Deleuze compares the Sophist to Proteus, the constantly changing, ever-
shifting God of the sea, a T-1000 only possible with developments in CGI.

	 For Valentin’s project is very much anti-Platonic one, despite the numerous classical 
references to works and objects that are Platonic in spirit (is that a portrait of Socrates I see in the 
dark? is that Athena’s owl, the symbol of wisdom?). We tend to think of Plato’s theory of the forms 
in the most simple manner: there is a thing and the image, an original and a copy, the model and 
the simulacrum. And when looking at the world around us we believe ourselves to be as 
dispassionate and objective as an 18th century naturalist that Jane Austen would recognise, 
distinguishing the differences between things in order to categorising them correctly as a certain 
species belonging to a certain genus. But as Deleuze argues in 2Plato and the Simulacrum" the 
goal of the Platonic project is not of distinctions between species, but rather distinctions between 
claimants. The decisions involved are only superficially of the careful naturalist, and rather must 
be understood as value judgements, with all the problems such value judgements involve. In our 
encounter with a thing - platonically speaking - we must decide to what extent its claim to 
authenticity is a real one: to what extent is this thing that we see, not just a copy, but a true copy 
of a perfect original. In other words, we establish a narrative of foundation, with an original, 
unchanging foundation that gives our claim its value, the  object of a claim, and a claimant - us. 
Or, as Deleuze describes the Neoplatonic triad, we establish an unsharable, the shared and the 
sharer - something almost impossible in the world of digital animation and open source 
programmes, in which new tools, animated objects and sequences are shared openly. The 
unshakeable foundation is that according to which claimants are judged and their claim 
measured. It is also however used to hunt down the false claimant, the bad copy, the simulacrum. 

	 In Deleuze’s reading the simulacrum is bad, not because it is the lowly copy of the copy, 
as it would seem from Plato’s metaphor of the bed - there being a perfect bed of the gods, the 
bed made by craftsmen that follows this perfect model, and the bed of the painter, the imitation, 
“thrice removed from the king and from the truth.” Rather, the bed of the painter is a bad copy, 
because it is a false claimant, refusing the authority of resemblance. When Deleuze defines the 
simulacrum as the “image without the resemblance” this does not mean that resemblance is not 
at work - indeed as is also apparent in the work of Paul Valentin, it can be argued that the 
simulacra is nothing but resemblance. The point is however, that it is not the right kind of 
resemblance, the good resemblance of the object to the idea. Indeed, the problem lies in what we 
have seen to be the case of Paul Valentin boats: the fact that the painter’s bed has no need of the 
idea of the bed at all, and makes no recourse to the modality of understanding, whether 
knowledge or opinion. Admiral Croft dismisses the painting of the sailing boat in the window, 
because the depicted boat does not match the knowledge and experience of a sea faring vessel 
that he has acquired over the course of his naval career. He compares the painted boat with the 
sailing boats he knows and judges accordingly. In contrast, Paul Valentin is only interested in what 
Deleuze would describe as the “effect of resemblance” (49). He would be the crazed and demonic 
naturalist, who only looks at the patterns and surfaces and the differences in appearances, 
completely uninterested in how a species may relate to genus. 




	 Deleuze describes the simulacrum as something vast - and this is true of both pieces, A 
Piano Plays In Another Room And It‘s Raining as well as Beyond the See. A world consisting of 
appearance only is necessarily enormous, encompassing endless multiple and different points of 
views - for after all, anything and everything can be copied by the painter. It is the animated world 
of video games and rooms opening onto another; it is also the world in which the resemblance to 
a boat is only one point of view we have of complex intertwining structures. To see the everything-
at-once of all appearance involves not just wizardry, but also a madness. Those boats, are mad, 
as is the intoxication of flying from one room to the next, of The Piano Plays. 

	 Deleuze associates this madness with modernity (51). Modernist work like that of Joyce, 
offers not different points of view of the one story, but rather a series of different and divergent 
narratives, as if to each point of view corresponded a new and different landscape. The video 
game seems to me the natural successor of this kind of modernist aesthetic: it is not, as with film, 
that the various story lines combine to form the one narrative, but rather, it always the 
simultaneous affirmation of multiple and often contrasting perspectives. It is a world in which a 
lighthouse can be both real and part of a stage set, inside and outside, miniature and vast. 
Whether modernist or not, all the works that in this way affirm heterogenous series as divergent, 
present a world view that is not the Platonic one based on sameness, likeness and identity. In the 
Platonic world view, any difference between individuals is a matter of first establishing identity. 
Things have to be the same, before we can detect differences. Identity for Plato would be 
something pre-established. But in Paul Valentin’s divergent world of the simulacrum, identity is 
presented as the product of disparity. It is not pre-given; it is made. 

	 When all narratives, all heterogenous series are affirmed as equally valid there can be no 
distinction between the original and copy. It is the false claimant that triumphs, no longer false 
because in no need of a foundation to confer validity. But as Deleuze argues, the simulacrum not 
only overthrows Platonism (53). The false is also the power through which Platonism, as in the 
world of representation and identity consisting of the same and the like, is constituted. According 
to Deleuze’s logic, it is because of the simulacrum’s play with effect, that we can think in terms of 
a resemblance in the first place, and thereby establish  a relation between the original and the 
copy.  Or rather resemblance is the word we use when we think of the world Platonically, rather 
than in terms of the simulacrum. For Deleuze, the simulacrum is Nietzsche’s concept of the 
Eternal Return, in which orderly representation is overthrown and chaos reigns unimpeded. There 
is the still “deeper cave” behind Plato’s cave is foundation-less, with no light and with no thread 
we can use to find our way outside (53). What returns is the divergence of all series as divergent.

	 With this Deleuzian twist, we can say that it is the painter of the “shapeless old 
cockleshell” that holds this vast false power. It is because of his skill, his play with resemblance 
and appearance that Admiral Croft can use his acquired knowledge to make his comparisons - it 
is because of what the painter does that a carpenter can make his bed or table. The same force is 
at work, and more so continues to be at work. In the deeper cave of Paul Valentin’s work, we are 



accompanied by a piano soundtrack. This is not part of the animation itself, but is played 
separately according to an algorithm. The same few piano notes and short sequences of notes 
are repeated randomly, always in different combinations, meaning that each time we view the 
work, the diegetic sound accompanying the projection will be changed. At one point, the room 
with the lighthouse might seem mysterious, at another, melancholy, yet again, tense. Or in the 
silence we might not notice this particular room at all and move our attention to the next. This is 
Paul Valentin’s final Nietzschean gesture, his way of affirming the power of the different. 
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